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Abstract
Engineering drawings are commonly used across different industries such as oil and gas, mechanical engineering and

others. Digitising these drawings is becoming increasingly important. This is mainly due to the legacy of drawings and

documents that may provide rich source of information for industries. Analysing these drawings often requires applying a

set of digital image processing methods to detect and classify symbols and other components. Despite the recent significant

advances in image processing, and in particular in deep neural networks, automatic analysis and processing of these

engineering drawings is still far from being complete. This paper presents a general framework for complex engineering

drawing digitisation. A thorough and critical review of relevant literature, methods and algorithms in machine learning and

machine vision is presented. Real-life industrial scenario on how to contextualise the digitised information from specific

type of these drawings, namely piping and instrumentation diagrams, is discussed in details. A discussion of how new

trends on machine vision such as deep learning could be applied to this domain is presented with conclusions and

suggestions for future research directions.

Keywords Engineering drawing � Digitisation � Contextualisation � Segmentation � Feature extraction � Recognition �
Classification � Deep learning � Convolutional neural networks

1 Introduction

An engineering drawing (ED) is a schematic representation

which depicts the flow or constitution of a circuit, device,

process or facility. Some examples of EDs include logical

gate circuits, mechanical or architectural drawings. There

is an increasing demand in different industries for devel-

oping digitisation frameworks for processing and analysing

these diagrams. Having such framework will provide a

unique opportunity for relevant industries to make use of

large volumes of diagrams in informing their decision-

making process and future practices.

Digitising EDs require applying digital image process-

ing techniques through a sequence of steps including pre-

processing, symbol detection, classification and some times

require inferring the relations between symbols within the

drawings (contextualisation). Several review papers that

discuss digitising these drawings or similar type of docu-

ments is available in the literature. Some review papers

were mainly dedicated to the domain of the documents or

engineering drawings. These include review papers on

analysing musical notes [13], conversion of paper-based

mechanical drawings into CAD files for 3D reconstruction

[64, 109], and optical character recognition (OCR)

[70, 78], and [88]. Other reviews focused on specific

components of the digitisation process, such as symbols

detection [25, 28], symbols representation [133], and

symbols classification [1, 76].

Motivated by a partnership between academia and the

Oil & Gas industry, a subset of EDs called complex EDs

has been identified in practice [87]. Some examples are

chemical process diagrams, complex circuit drawings,

process flow diagrams (PFDs), sensor diagrams (SDs) and

piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs). An example

of the latter is shown in Fig. 1. For this type of drawings,
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not only the digitisation process becomes a harder task, but

there is a requirement of contextualising data, which means

the interpretation of the digitised information in accordance

with a rule set for a specific application.

In particular, P&ID digitisation has received large

attention from a commercial standpoint1,2,3 given the wide

range of applications that can be developed from a digital

output, such as security assessment, graphic simulations or

data analytics. Some methods which specifically intended

to solve P&ID digitisation can be found in the literature.

More than thirty years ago, Furuta et al. [48] and Ishii et al.

[59] presented work towards implementing a software to

achieve fully automated P&ID digitisation. These approa-

ches have now become obsolete given the incompatibility

with current software and hardware requirements. Around

ten years later, Howie et al. [56] presented a semi-auto-

matic method in which symbols of interest were localised

using the template of the symbols as input. Most recently,

Gellaboina et al. [49] presented a symbol recognition

method which applied an iterative learning strategy based

on the recurrent training of a neural network (NN) using

the Hopfield model. This method was designed to find the

most common symbols in the drawing, which were char-

acterised by having a prototype pattern.

In this paper, recent and relevant articles, conference

contributions, and other related literature have been thor-

oughly reviewed and critically discussed. To the best of the

authors’ knowledge, recent literature in this area is very

limited, considering the recent advances in machine vision,

machine learning and deep learning. This paper shows

clearly that there is a gap between the recent advances in

processing and analysing images and documents (which

can be measured by orders of magnitudes), and such

important application domain. The main contributions of

this paper can be outlined as follows:

1. Define a general digitisation framework for complex

EDs.

2. Review and critically discuss existing related literature

in relation to the proposed digitisation framework.

3. Present and discuss a real case-study based on

collaboration with industries.

4. Provide a review of recent advances in machine vision

and deep learning in the context of EDs.

5. Outline future research directions where recent

advances can be utilised for the processing and

analysis of complex EDs.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, the

challenges of complex ED digitisation and the general

framework for digitisation are provided in Sect. 2. A

review of related work of existing digitisation methods is

presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we discuss the contextual-

isation problem both in literature and in the Oil & Gas

industrial practice. Section 5 provides a glance into the

increasingly evolving world of deep learning and presents

how the most novel methods presented in this area may be

applied. Finally, conclusions and future perspectives are

presented in Sect. 6.1 http://www.pidpartscount.com.
2 http://www.radialsg.com/viewport.
3 https://www.rolloos.com/en/solutions/analytics-documents/

viewport.

Fig. 1 Example of a process and instrumentation diagram (P&ID)
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2 Challenges

The digitisation and contextualisation of complex EDs

conveys the following limitations:

2.1 Size

It is estimated that on average, a single page of a P&ID

contains around 100 different types of shapes (i.e. symbols,

connectors and text), and to represent a single section of a

plant, from 100 to 1000 pages may be required [11].

2.2 Symbols

In addition to the inherent classical machine vision prob-

lems such as light, scale and pose variations, these draw-

ings use equipment symbols with different standards for

different industries4. Therefore, compiling a well-defined

and clearly labelled dataset that can be used for symbol

classification is a complicated task. Having such collection

of well-defined symbols is of paramount to benefit from

advanced techniques for symbol recognition based on deep

learning.

2.3 Connections

Complex EDs contain a dense and entangled amount of

connecting lines which represent both physical and logical

relations between symbols. These are depicted using lines

of different styles and thickness, which restricts the use of

digitisation methods based on thinning [47] or vectorising

[15] the drawing for line detection. Furthermore, complex

EDs follow application-based connectivity rule sets. This

means that two symbols may or may not be connected

depending on a standard which cannot be explicitly

deducted by means of the physical lines which connect the

symbols. As a result, contextualisation becomes an even

more challenging task compared to its implementation on

simpler drawings such as circuit diagrams [93]. This raises

several interesting possibilities, for instance, the incorpo-

ration of human expert knowledge in a potential solution

by means of human machine interaction. Interactive

learning could be another possible direction [92].

2.4 Text

Codes and annotations in different fonts and styles are used

to distinguish symbols with a similar geometry, identify

connectors and clarify additional information; however text

characters may overlap with symbols, connectors, or other

characters. Methods such as Cao et al. [18] and Roy et al.

[104] have pointed out the difficulty of identifying over-

lapping characters in document images. Furthermore, three

challenges have been identified once all text characters

have been detected: (1) strings of text describing symbols

and connector are represented using arbitrary lengths and

sizes as shown in Fig. 2, (2) associating the corresponding

text to symbols and connectors is not a straightforward task

and (3) text interpretation is prone to errors, and thus some

information can be misinterpreted.

Addressing these challenges requires applying a series

of methods, mainly from the machine vision domain. These

include symbols detection and localisation, features

extraction and others. In addition, machine learning is often

applied for symbols/text classification. A framework for

engineering drawing digitisation that encapsulates the

underlying stages is shown in Fig. 3. Such framework will

be very beneficial to industries, where diagrams can be

transformed into knowledge. It is worth pointing out here

that despite the recent advances in machine vision and

machine learning, in particular in shape detection and

classification, these advances have not been tested against

such challenging and real-life problem.

Moreover, in Table 1 we summarise the reviewed lit-

erature according to their usability for different types of

document images at each stage of our proposed framework.

3 Related work

3.1 Preprocessing

Engineering drawings require some form of preprocessing

before applying more advanced methods. One of the basic

4 https://www.lucidchart.com/pages/p-and-id.

Fig. 2 A sample of a P&ID illustrating the distribution of text strings

within the drawing
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and essential methods is binarisation. Binarisation, also

known as image thresholding, is useful for removing noise

and improving object localisation. There are several vari-

ants used in the literature, such as global thresholding [94],

local thresholding, adaptive thresholding [105], amongst

others [89].

Thinning or skeletonisation is another preprocessing

method used on image recognition systems to discard the

volume of an object often considered as redundant infor-

mation [61]. While thinning the image has been a recurrent

preprocessing method for symbol detection [28], methods

such as [7] avoided its use, since it caused problems when

intending to detect solid or bold regions (such as arrows) or

to differentiate the thickness of connectors.

Skew correction can be achieved through morphological

operations to remove salt-pepper type noise [31] or algo-

rithms based on morphology [30]. Recently, Rezaei et al.

[101] presented a survey on methods for skew correction in

printed drawings and proposed a supervised learning to

improve such task.

Once the raster image has been cleaned, some digitisa-

tion methods propose to work on a vectorised version of

the drawing. Vectorisation is the conversion of a bitmap

into a set of line vectors. Dealing with line vectors instead

of a raster image may result more convenient for subse-

quent tasks, since it is more possible to apply heuristics to

vectors rather than to a collection of pixels which by

themselves, provide no further information besides their

location and intensity. However, vectorisation for a non-

segmented image may result in the generation of multiple

vectors which may not necessarily represent the desired

shapes. Some examples of methods based on vectorisation

for drawing interpretation are [15] for circuit diagrams or

[112] for handmade mechanical drawings.

3.2 Shape detection

Broadly speaking, most shape detection approaches can be

categorised as either specific or holistic. On the one hand,

specific methods focus on the identification of symbols,

text or connectors as a particular task. This scope is used

when the characteristics of certain shapes are identified in

advance. In this sense, Ablameyko et al. [1] present

methods which aim at detecting shapes such as arrowheads,

cross-hatched areas, arcs, dashed and dot-dashed lines. On

the other hand, shape detection as a holistic process is

based on the principle that there must be a cohesion

between symbols, connections and text, and therefore a set

of rules can be established to split the image into layers

representing these categories. An example of this workflow

is the text/graphics segmentation (TGS) framework [44].

Table 2 summarises the shape detection methods discussed

in this section according to the aforementioned

categorisation.

3.2.1 Specific shape detection

Heuristic-based methods are based on identifying the

graphical primitives that compose symbols. Okazaki et al.

[93] categorised symbols in EDs as either loop or loop-free

symbols. Loop symbols consist of at least one closed

primitive (e.g. a circle, a square or a rectangle) and usually

comprise the majority of symbols found on EDs. Mean-

while, loop-free symbols are composed either by a single

stroke or by parallel line segments. Figure 4 shows

examples of these symbols on a P&ID.

Yu et al. [126] presented a system for symbol detection

based on a consistency attributed graph (CAG) through the

use of a window scanning. The method first created block

Fig. 3 General framework for ED digitisation towards contextualisation
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adjacency graph (BAG) structures [127] while scanning the

image. Afterwards, symbols and connectors were stored in

a smaller BAG. Simultaneously, the larger BAG was pre-

processed and vectorised so that symbols were detected

based on a window search linear decision-tree method.

This solution is complex in computation and application

dependant. A similar method for symbol detection was

presented by Datta et al. [31] where a recursive set of

morphological opening operations was used to detect

symbols in logical diagrams based on their blank area.

Connectors, when represented as solid vertical and

horizontal lines, can be identified using methods such as

canny edge detection [17], hough lines [39, 81] or mor-

phological operations. These methods initially detect all

lines which are larger than a certain threshold. Naturally,

many false positive lines could be detected, such as large

symbols or margin lines. To discard them, line location or

geometry is used as parameters. An algorithm to detect

connector lines in circuit diagrams was presented by De

et al. [32], where all vertical and horizontal lines were

detected using morphological operations, then the

remaining pixels were assumed to be symbols, and finally

symbols were reconstructed by scanning the image con-

taining all lines to complete the loops of the symbols

found. This approach can only be used for drawings con-

taining loop symbols. Moreover, Cardoso et al. [19, 20]

used a graph-based approach to detect lines in musical

scores, where black pixels were represented as nodes, and

their relation with neighbouring black pixels was repre-

sented with edges.

Overlapped connectors create junctions which have to

be identified for a proper interpretation of the connectivity.

Junction detection methods can be implemented right after

the vectorisation or during the detection process. Pham

et al. [96] proposed a method for junction detection based

on image skeletonisation, where candidate junctions were

extracted through dominant point detection. This allowed

distortion zones to be detected and reconstructed. A review

on other junction detection methods was published by

Parida et al. [95].

Some connectors may be represented through dashed or

dot-dashed lines. For the detection of these elements, some

literature has been devoted on dash and dot-dash detection.

These methods not only deal with the detection of dashes,

but also with grouping these dashes as a single entity based

on the direction of each dash. Such is the case of the

method by Agam et al. [3], where a morphological oper-

ation called ‘‘tube-direction’’ was defined to calculate the

edge plane of a dash and find the dashes with a similar

trajectory. This and other methods were compiled by Dori

et al. [37] and evaluated by Kong et al. [68].

Several reviews have been published on methods for

text detection in printed documents, such as Ablameyko

et al. [1], Lu et al. [78] and Kulkarni et al. [70]. Ablameyko

et al. [1] found that text can be identified at two stages:

before or after vectorisation. Moreover, text was com-

monly identified by using heuristic-based methods which

select text characters or strings through certain constraints

such as size, lack of connectivity, directional characteris-

tics or complexity. For instance, Kim et al. [67] developed

a method to detect text components by analysing its com-

plexity in terms of strokes and pixel distribution.

Nonetheless, most of the text detection methods in litera-

ture have made use of a holistic approach.

Table 2 Shape detection methods found on ED symbol, connector and text detection literature

Category Technique References

Specific Graphical primitives [1, 93]

Graphs-based [19, 20, 126]

Morphological operations [3, 17, 31, 32]

Hough transform [39, 81]

Skeletonisation [96]

Holistic Chain code representation [7]

Text/graphics segmentation [15, 18, 26, 36, 42, 44, 54, 66, 71, 79,

80, 104, 108, 110, 115, 116]

Hybrid [52]

Fig. 4 Examples of loop symbols (left) and loop-free symbols (right)

on P&IDs
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3.2.2 Holistic shape detection

Holistic methods are based on splitting the image into

layers, which later facilitates the detection of individual

shapes across the layers created. Groen et al. [52] proposed

to divide the image into two layers, a line figure image

layer and a text layer, by selecting all small and isolated

elements as text. Afterwards, the line layer is divided into

two more layers: a separable objects layer (symbols) and an

interconnecting structure layer (connectors) by applying

skeletonisation to the drawing and identifying all loops in

the skeleton as symbols. This method was designed for

very simple EDs where the difference between text and

symbols was clear, there was no overlapping, the ED

contained only loop symbols and all connectors were rep-

resented as solid lines.

Bailey et al. [7] used the chain code representation [46]

to separate symbols from text and connectors. Chain code

represents the boundary pixels of a shape by selecting a

starting point, and then recording the path followed by the

boundary pixels using a string with 8 possible values

according to the location of the neighbouring boundary

pixel. Hence, by setting an area threshold, all elements with

an area smaller than this value are labelled as non-symbols.

An approach of this nature demands a high-quality input

with no broken edges. Moreover, a threshold to discern

shapes many not be viable due to the variability of size in

shapes.

One of the most representative forms of segmenting text

in images is TGS. It is possible to identify a vast amount of

literature related to TGS methods which may have a gen-

eral purpose [44, 110], or be designed for a certain type of

document images, such as maps [18, 80, 104, 108], book

pages [26, 42, 115] and EDs [15, 36, 54, 66, 71, 79]. TGS

frameworks consist in two steps: character detection and

string grouping.

In 1988, Fletcher et al. [44] presented a TGS algorithm

based on connected component (CC) analysis [97] and

discarding non-text components based on a size threshold.

To select this threshold, the average area of all CCs was

calculated and multiplied by a factor of n depending on the

characteristics of the drawing. Also, the average height-to-

width ratio of a character (if known in advance) could be

used to increase precision. To group characters into strings,

the Hough transform [55] was applied to all centroids of

the text CCs. This TGS system presents some notable dis-

advantages, such as the lack of detection of overlapping

text, a high computational complexity on the string

grouping, and a minimum requirement of three characters

to conform a string.

Lu et al. [79] presented a TGS method for Western and

Chinese characters. Graphics were separated from the

drawing based on erasing large line components and non-

text shapes by analysing the stroke density of the CCs.

String grouping was achieved by ‘‘brushing’’ the charac-

ters, using an erosion and opening morphological opera-

tions which generated new CCs, followed by a second

parameter check which restored miss-detected characters

into their respective strings. This method dealt better with

the problem of text overlapping lines, since most characters

are left on the image and can be recovered on the last step.

However, it was prone to identify false positives (such as

small components or curved lines) and depended on text

strings to be apart from each other so that the last step was

executed correctly.

Tombre et al. [110] revisited the method by Fletcher

et al. [44] by increasing the number of constraints on the

character detection step. In addition, they proposed a third

layer where small elongated elements (i.e. ‘‘1’’, ‘‘|’’, ‘‘l’’, ‘‘-

’’ or dashed lines) were stored. After applying a string

grouping method depending on the size and distribution of

the characters, small elongated element was restored into

the text layer according to a proximity analysis with respect

to the text strings. Other improvements of the method

proposed by Fletcher et al. [44] are He et al. [54], where

clustering was used to improve each step, Lai et al. [71],

where the string grouping step was executed by means of a

search of aligned characters and arrowhead detection, and

Tan et al. [108], who proposed the use of a pyramid version

of the text layer to group characters into strings.

More recent TGS approaches such as Cote et al. [29]

attempt to classify each pixel instead of the CCs. This

method assigned each pixel into text, graphics, images or

background layers by using texture descriptors based on

filter banks and on the measurement of sparseness. To

enhance these vectors, the characteristics of the neigh-

bouring pixels and of the image at different resolutions

were included. Pixels are then assigned to their respective

layer by using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier

trained with pixel information obtained from ground truth

images.

An example of TGS frameworks used in other domains

is Wei et al. [116] applied for colour scenes based on an

exhaustive segmentation approach. First, multiple copies of

the image were generated using the minimum and maxi-

mum grey pixel value as threshold range. Then, candidate

character regions were determined for each copy based on

CC analysis, and non-character regions were filtered out

through a two-step strategy composed of a rule set and a

SVM classifier working on a set of features, i.e. area ratio,

stroke-width variation, intensity, Euler number [50] and Hu

moments [57]. After combining all true character regions

through a clustering approach [40], an edge cut algorithm

was implemented to perform string grouping. This con-

sisted on first establishing a fully connected graph of all

characters, and then calculating the true edges based on a

Neural Computing and Applications (2019) 31:1695–1712 1701
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second SVM classifier which used a second set of features,

i.e. size, colour, intensity and stroke width.

The success of a TGS framework relies on the param-

eters used to localise text characters. Therefore, if any of

the properties of text characters are known in advance, the

process can be executed in a more efficient way. It has been

noticed that complex EDs (such as P&IDs) present loop

symbols that contain text inside, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus,

by localising these symbols in advance, it is possible to

analyse the text characters within and to learn their prop-

erties. This heuristic was applied and evaluated by Moreno-

Garcia et al. [87] on P&IDs, showing that not only the

precision of TGS frameworks increased, but that the run-

time decreased as well. While properties such as height,

width and area can be easily obtained from text inside

symbols, in P&IDs it is not possible to learn the string

length, given its variability in size and distribution, as

shown in Fig. 5.

3.3 Feature extraction and representation

Once symbols are segmented, samples can be refined to

enhance their quality. Afterwards, a set of features is

extracted from these images. If so, these features have to be

represented through a data structure. This section discusses

methods to perform such tasks.

3.3.1 Shape refinement

Ablameyko et al. [1] proposed symbol refinement through

geometric corrections. This process consisted on the fol-

lowing steps: (1) all lines constituting the shape must be

converted into strictly vertical or horizontal line segments,

(2) all near parallel lines must become parallel and (3)

junction points of all lines must be evaluated for continuity.

This sequence of operations reduced the loss of informa-

tion assuming that the design of symbols was based on

clearly defined templates. However, this is not always the

case, especially for drawings that are updated over time.

De et al. [32] proposed a method where symbols were

reconstructed, jointed or disjointed through a series of

image iterations based on the median dimensions of a

symbol. Consequently, the method inferred how to auto-

complete broken shapes. This method was designed for

symbols in circuit diagrams only, and therefore authors had

a well-defined library of symbols to facilitate this task.

There are also interactive approaches that find unex-

pected operators on the image, such as hidden lines in 3D

shapes depicted as 2D representations. In this sense,

Meeran et al. [82], presented a scenario where automated

visual inspection was used to integrate several representa-

tions of a single shape and reconstruct it. Although this

approach serves a different purpose, it is interesting to

remark that on some EDs found in practice, there is a

common occurrence of miss-depicted symbols due to lack

of space or overlapping representations, and a similar

methodology could be of great use.

3.3.2 Extraction of features

Feature extraction is the process of detecting certain points

or regions of interest on images and symbols which can be

used for classification. In 3-channel images such as outdoor

scenes or medical images, the most common features used

are corner points [103], maximum curvature points [107]

and maximum or minimum local intensities. This aspect,

referred in literature as image registration, has been

addressed in the past by surveys such as [134]. Moreover,

some of the most popular feature extraction methods such

as SIFT [77] and SURF [9] have been evaluated by

Mikolajczyk et al. [84], where an extension of SIFT was

proposed to achieve the best performance for a large col-

lection of outdoor scenes.

Features for symbols obtained from document images

are categorised as either statistical-based or structural

based [124]. Statistical descriptors use pixels as the prim-

itive information, reducing the risk of deformation but not

guaranteeing rotation or scale-invariance. Meanwhile,

structural descriptors are characterised by the use of vector-

based primitives, offering rotation and scale-invariance at

the cost of risk on vector deformation in the presence of

noise or distortion. Table 3 summarises the feature

extraction approaches found in the selected ED digitisation

literature according to these categories.

The most straightforward approach to perform statistical

feature extraction is by considering each symbol as a bin-

ary array of n� m pixels, where n is the number of rows

and m is the number of columns. This way, the intensity

value of each pixel becomes one feature, thus producing a

Fig. 5 Different examples of

text detected across a P&ID
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n� m-length vector of features [92]. This approach has

been used extensively to extract features from data col-

lections where it is known in advance that the shape of

interest occupies the majority of the image area, such as on

the MNIST [74] and OMINGLOT [72] databases of

handwritten characters. Other features based on pixel

information are Haar features [114], ring projection [130],

shape context [10] and SIFT key points [77] applied for

greyscale graphics [106], the ImageNet dataset [60] and the

‘‘Tarragona’’ image repository [86].

Symbol recognition reviews such as Llados et al. [76]

identified that state of the art methods applied mostly

structural feature extraction on symbols by using geomet-

rical information (such as size, concavity or convexity) or

topological features (such as the Euler number [50], chain

code [46]), moment invariants [24, 57] or image transform

[67]). Furthermore, there are other application dependant

features such as triangulated polygons for deformable

shapes [43], Hidden Markov Models for handwritten

symbols [58].

Zhang et al. [133] identified two types of structural

feature extraction: contour-based and region based. The

difference lies on the portion of the image where the fea-

tures are obtained; the first category works over the contour

only, while the second one uses the whole region that the

symbol occupies. While contour-based features are simpler

and faster to compute, they result more sensitive to noise

and variations. Contrarily, region-based features are able to

overcome shape defection and offered more scalability.

Each of these features can be obtained either by spatial

domain-based or transform-domain-based techniques.

Adam et al. [2] presented a set of structural features for

symbols and text strings for telephone manholes based on

the analytic prolongation of the Fourier–Mellin Transfor-

mation. First, the method calculated the centroid (centre of

gravity) of each pattern. Then, an invariant feature vector

was calculated for each text characters. In the case of

symbols, the transform decomposed them into circular and

radial harmonics. Additionally, by implementing a filtering

mode using the symbols and characters in the dataset, the

method was capable of extracting the features and classi-

fying shapes and characters which, given the poor image

quality, did not form individual CCs in the first place.

Wenyin et al. [118] presented a structural feature

extraction method based on analysing all possible pairs of

line segments composing the symbol. Pairs of lines could

be related either by intersection, parallelism, perpendicu-

larity or arc/line relationship. This approach offers a shape

representation which is prone to orientation or size errors.

Nonetheless, its key limitation is a strong reliance on an

accurate vectorisation of the symbols.

Yang et al. [124] proposed a hybrid feature extraction

method based on histograms, combining the advantages of

both structural and statistical descriptors. The method

constructed a histogram for all pixels of the symbol to find

the distribution of the neighbour pixels. Then, the infor-

mation of this histogram was statistically analysed to form

a feature vector based on the shape context and using a

relational histogram. Authors claimed to uniquely represent

all class of symbols from the TC-10 repository of the

Graphics Recognition 2003 Conference5, acknowledging

that the calculation of these descriptors had a high com-

putational complexity of OðN3Þ.

3.3.3 Feature representation

Although statistical features (e.g. pixel intensity) are usu-

ally represented as vectors, when features convey relational

information, data structures such as strings, trees or graphs

are a more suitable representation form [16]. In this sense,

Howie et al. [56] proposed to represent P&ID symbols by

building a graph where the information of the number of

areas, connectors and vertices was stored in a hierarchical

tree. Similarly, Wenyin et al. [118] made use of attributed

graphs to represent graphics, where vertices represent the

lines that compose the symbol and edges denote the kind of

interaction between vectors. Furthermore, an advantage

obtained from graphs as feature representations is the

Table 3 Feature extraction

methods found on ED symbol

classification literature

Category Technique References

Statistical-based Bitmap [21, 123]

Pixel intensity [24]

Others [49]

Structural based Line vectors [15, 52, 53, 83, 99, 118, 120]

Geometrical primitives [31, 32, 34, 41, 48, 56, 93, 129, 132]

Contour [7, 126]

Moments [67]

Others [2]

Hybrid [75]

5 http://www.iapr-tc10.org, 2004.
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capability of refining the features for a class of symbols.

Such is the case presented by Jiang et al. [63], where the

prototype symbol of a class was calculated from a set of

distorted symbols by extracting the features of all symbols,

representing them as graphs, and applying a genetic algo-

rithm to find the median graph.

3.4 Recognition and classification

Whilst some authors use the terms ‘‘recognition’’ and

‘‘classification’’ interchangeably, surveys such as [91] or

[28] have defined ‘‘recognition’’ as the whole process of

identifying shapes and ‘‘classification’’ as the training step

for prototype learning to perform shape categorisation. To

cope with these definitions, this section is devoted to first

explain what recognition strategies are, and then to discuss

classification methods for symbols and text.

3.4.1 Recognition in the context of engineering drawings

There are two types of recognition strategies described for

EDs: bottom-up [83, 129] and top-down

[15, 34, 41, 51–53, 56, 75]. A bottom-up approach occurs

when the path to recognise shapes goes from the specific

features (i.e. graphical primitives) towards general char-

acteristics, such as the overall structure of a mechanical

drawing [112] or the topology of a diagram. For instance,

bottom-up strategies such as [129] relied on first thinning

the image to represent the ED as a collection of line seg-

ments. Afterwards, each line segment was assigned as a

symbol, a connector line or text according to the detection

method used.

Conversely, a top-down approach implies that the sys-

tem is designed to first understand the structure of the ED

(i.e. the general connectivity), then symbols are located as

the endpoints of this connectivity, and finally each symbol

is decomposed into its primal features. For instance, Fahn

et al. [41] presented a method where the components of the

drawing conformed an aggregation of connected graphs,

and a relational best search algorithm was applied to

extract all symbols. Notice that the recognition strategy

used directly depends on the data available and on the

reach of the method. Bottom-up approaches are better for

general symbol recognition (i.e. logos, mechanical or

architectural drawings) [28, 91] or when the aim of the

system is to perform symbol recognition for different types

of EDs [129]. In counterpart, top-down strategies are best

suitable for domain specific applications or when connec-

tivity rules are clearly defined.

3.4.2 Symbol classification

In a general sense, shape classification is the task of finding

a learning function hðxÞ that maps an instance xi 2 A to a

class yj 2 Y, as shown in Eq. 1.

A ¼

x11 x12 :::; x1n

::: x22 :::; :::

::: ::: ::: :::

xm1 ::: :::; xmn

2
6664

3
7775; Y ¼

y1

::

::

ym

2
6664

3
7775 ð1Þ

Classification for symbols has been addressed in literature

through a handful of strategies. Table 4 shows classifica-

tion methods used for symbols in EDs identified through

our literature review. The most common classification

methods used so far are decision trees, template matching,

distance measure, graph matching and machine learning

methods. Decision trees are the most preferred classifica-

tion method, especially in the cases where symbol features

such as graphical primitives can be clearly identified and

segmented; this aspect is common in EDs such as circuit

diagrams. In contrast, graph matching classification

approaches are preferred when the lines composing the

symbols are easy to extract and an attributed relational

graph can be created. Interestingly, few novel classification

frameworks based on machine learning have been pre-

sented in recent years; only Gellaboina et al. [49] used NNs

based on the Hopfield model to detect and classify symbols

in P&IDs. This method recursively learns the features of

the samples to increase the detection and classification

accuracy. However, the method can only identify symbols

that are formed by a ‘‘prototype pattern’’, which means that

irregular shapes cannot be addressed through this

framework.

3.4.3 Text classification and interpretation

There are three main challenges for text classification on

complex EDs: irregular string grouping, association of text

to graphics and connectors and text interpretation. To

address the first issue, Fan et al. [42] presented a

text/graphics/image segmentation model where a rule-

based approach allowed the generation of text strings with

irregular size by locating text strips and connecting non-

adjacent runs of pixel-by-pixel data. Then, text strips were

merged in paragraphs based on well-known grammatical

features of text in documents, such as the gap between two

paragraphs or the indentation of the first and/or last line of

a paragraph. An approach based on this fundamentals can

be adapted for string size grouping in complex EDs if a

specific notation standard is known in advance. For

instance, Fig. 5d shows two symbols within a piece of

pipework (bold horizontal line). It can be seen that both
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symbols are described by a 14-character code, while the

pipework has a 12-character code associated. These codes

contain information such as size or material.

Methods to locate and assign dimension text [71] may

be used to overcome the second challenge. Most notably,

Dori et al. [35] presented a method for identifying

dimension text in ISO and ANSI standardised drawings

through candidate text wires and a region growing process

to find the minimum enclosing rectangle for each character.

Based on the selected standard, text strings are conformed

using the corresponding text box sizes and a histogram

approach. Besides the natural drawback of only working

with standardised documents, this approach was tested in a

limited set of mechanical charts, where text strings were

continuous and small graphics were not present.

With respect to text interpretation, there is a handful of

reviews on OCR for EDs and other printed documents

[35, 78, 88, 92]. With open source OCR software such as

Tesseract6 and PhotoOCR [12] being increasingly prefered

in academical practice [65], there are still other digitisation

methods in literature where specific algorithms for text

interpretation are developed. For instance, De et al. [33]

applied a pair of decision-tree classifiers to cluster numbers

and letters, respectively. Based on a set of constraints such

as length, width, pixel count and white-to-black transitions,

numbers 0–9 and a particular set of letters commonly found

in logical diagrams were identified. This strategy results

useful when the characters to be found in the drawing are

known beforehand and have very distinct features.

Nonetheless, this methodology is clearly designed for a

specific type of drawings which contains text that is harder

to read by any other means. Since complex EDs usually

contain a larger character dictionary (sometimes even

containing manual annotations), it is preferred to use

conventional OCR for text interpretation.

4 Contextualisation

Contextualisation is defined in this paper as the design and

implementation of a system or a methodology which con-

verts the information digitised from one or multiple EDs

into a functional tool for a commercial or an industrial

purpose. In this section, we present some examples found

Table 4 Summary of methods

presented for symbol

classification in EDs

Year References Feature representations Classification method

1982 [15] Vectors composing symbols Decision tree

1984 [48] Geometry of symbol in raster image Distance measure

1985 [51] Graph of the symbol skeleton Graph matching

1988 [93] Geometrical primitives from raster image Decision tree

1988 [41] Geometrical primitives from line tracking Decision tree

1992 [75] Attributed graph with statistical and structural information Graph matching

1993 [67] Moments from loops and rectilinear polylines Decision tree

1993 [53] Vector lines Template matching

1993 [24] Intensity moments Neural network

1994 [132] Geometry from raster image Decision tree

1994 [34] Symbol signature (thickness of background and foreground) Distance measure

1994 [123] Bitmap Neural networks

1995 [7] Boundary chain code Decision tree

1995 [126] Shape through a contour tracking algorithm Decision tree

1996 [83] Graph representing line segments Graph matching

1996 [21] Pixel grid through morphological operations and CCA Neural network

1997 [129] Geometrical primitives through segmentation and grouping Template matching

1998 [56] Graph representing areas, vertices and interconnections Graph matching

2000 [2] Moments through Fourier–Mellin transform Nearest neighbour

2003 [120] Graph composed of line segments Graph matching

2007 [118] Graph composed of line segments Graph matching

2008 [99] Graph composed of line segments Graph matching

2009 [49] Weight Matrix based on a Hopfield Model Neural network

2011 [32] Graphical primitives Decision tree

2015 [31] Graphical primitives Decision tree

6 https://github.com/tesseract-ocr.
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in literature and comment on a series of contextualisation

challenges raised by the Oil & Gas industrial partners.

4.1 Examples of contextualisation in literature

The first step required for contextualisation is to structure

the information produced by a digitisation framework. To

that aim, the notion of a netlist has been presented

[7, 47, 117, 129]. A netlist is a graph where symbols are

represented by nodes and connectors are represented by

edges. Moreover, attributes of the graph may contain

information such as adjacent text or shape descriptors.

Netlists can be visualised as either a list of components or a

graphical representation of the symbols and their connec-

tions. Using netlists results in a simple yet effective form of

data representation and storage for EDs.

Howie et al. [56] presented a technical report on P&ID

interpretation, where the aim was to deduce the connec-

tivity of the symbols and produce a netlist given a .dfx file

with the drawing as vectorised lines in a semi-automatic

form. The user was requested to provide two files: a

‘‘symbol file’’ containing the basic templates of all symbols

to be found in the main line, and a ‘‘constraints file’’

specifying tolerance distance values to infer when a line is

connected to a symbol even if this did not touch the

symbol. The output of the method was a netlist containing

the number of symbols found and their connectivity.

Vaxiviere et al. [112] developed the CELESSTIN pro-

ject to convert printed mechanical drawings using a fixed

set of French standards into CAD representations using a

vectorisation-based method. This proposal analysed the

structure of the mechanical drawing according to line

thickness degrees and distance proportions provided by the

standard in order to regenerate the drawing using a CAD

software. Similar proposals for CAD-related data repre-

sentations in non-diagram EDs are RENDER by Nagasamy

et al. [90] and TECNOS by Bottoni et al. [14].

During our industrial collaboration, we have noticed a

strong interest of 3D modelling and simulation based on

printed drawings. However, in the case of schematics found

in the hydrocarbon and the oil & gas industries, documents

do not directly relate to the real-life installations, but use a

set of notations and standards to describe processes. Wen

et al. [117] presented a frameworks to perform 2D to 3D

model matching in a hydrocarbon plant, where the digitised

information of printed drawings was related to a 3D model

based on graph matching methods. A framework with this

capabilities is essential to simulate processes in 3D

graphical models.

Yamakawa et al. [119] presented a computer simulation

application to learn and recompute the distribution of

symbols in a drawing. This method was developed for

layout drawings, which are drawings that depict the

distribution of furniture in a house. Each item in the room

was segmented and classified by the digitisation process,

and the properties of each furniture element were obtained

by comparing each element to a dataset. This way, the

items were automatically assigned to the new house plan

taking into account the previous layout.

4.2 New contextualisation challenges in the oil &
gas industry

Complex EDs such as PFDs, SDs and P&IDs from the Oil

& Gas industry are used for a variety of purposes. For

instance, electrical engineers study the connection between

instruments (i.e. sensors depicted as circles with text inside

as shown in Figs. 1, 2) and specific symbols. On the other

hand, quantitative risk assessment (QRA) specialists look

at the process that the drawing depicts and analyse how

likely is that an accident occurs in a certain section of a

plant. There are several limitations to overcome if any of

these two contextualisation tasks has to be addressed dig-

itally. This section presents our experience when con-

fronted with these two scenarios.

4.2.1 Sensor/equipment contextualisation for SDs

Sensor/equipment diagram contextualisation requires the

knowledge of how sensors and equipment are intercon-

nected in an SD drawing. This is not always straightfor-

ward information, since experts often disagree on what

constitutes a sensor and an equipment, respectively.

Figure 6 shows an example of a SD where circular shapes

are connected to a central shape containing the annotations

‘‘27KA102’’ and ‘‘27KA101’’, which are presumed to be

the tags of two pieces of equipment. Notice that although

circles usually represent sensors, this is not always the

case, as it can be seen that some circles are connected

through dashed lines to other circles and thus, these are not

sensors. Other SDs use shapes such as diamonds or rect-

angles to depict sensors, which further complicates the

task. A more challenging aspect is that there is no con-

ventional standard that specifies how two pieces of

equipment are divided. While it could be deducted in this

case that either the gap or the rectangular shape is the

division, this rule cannot be generalised since there are

other standards for equipment symbols used even on the

same collection of drawings. To address this scenario, we

have suggested an interactive system where the user can

select in advance how sensors are represented and also to

specify the location of a piece of equipment. A demo of

this tool can be provided upon request.
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4.2.2 QRA contextualisation for P&IDs

QRA contextualisation is an even more complex task given

the following challenges:

– The first task of a QRA specialist is to look at a single

page of a P&ID and mark the main process, which is

the portion of the drawing that represents the main

pipeline of the platform. Figure 7 shows the main

process marked in yellow for the example provided in

Fig. 1. Notice that not all connectors and shapes are

included in this marking, since some portions of the

drawing depict instruments or vessels. Although

thresholds or other restrictions could be used to exclude

certain lines from the pipeline selection, other P&ID

drawing standards don’t use thickness to differentiate

pipeline from other connectors. Moreover, the drawing

quality could be very degraded and this property could

not be applicable.

– Once the pipeline has been identified, the QRA

specialist has to mark area breaks (green line) and

isolation section breaks (red symbol) in the drawing.

Fig. 6 Example of a sensor diagram (SD)

Fig. 7 Example of a P&ID with the main process (yellow), area break (green) and isolation section break (red) highlighted (colour figure online)
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Area breaks denote where a wall is physically located

in the plant, while isolation section breaks are pieces of

equipment which can be automatically turned off to

avoid an accident. Both area breaks and isolation

section breaks are only known by the specialist as no

information about their location is contained in the

drawing. Moreover, there is no current standard that

specifies where to insert these breaks, and thus a

manual interaction is proposed to address this issue.

Area breaks and isolation section breaks are important

since they allow to identify each event according to a

specific area and isolation section. An example of this

identification is provided in Fig. 8.

– Besides the large amount of symbols and pipeline

segments in a full page complicating the use of a netlist

representations, the main problem resides on the use of

multiple pages to depict a plant. The example P&ID in

Fig. 7 has three arrow-like symbols on the left side,

which are continuity labels that indicate the connection

of this page to other pages of the collection. Therefore,

once the netlist of a drawing is obtained, it has to be

combined with the netlist of a second drawing, and so

on. As a result, all properties marked on one drawing

have to agree with the rest of the pages in the

collection. Once a full collection netlist is obtained

and contextualised, the QRA specialist may require to

visualise only a specific area or isolation section of the

project. To achieve this, it is proposed to implement

sub-graph isomorphism [111], graph mining [22] or

partial-to-full graph matching [85] methodologies.

5 New trends in engineering drawing
digitisation

Deep learning is an increasingly used and demanded set of

machine learning tools devised for a number of purposes

such as speech recognition, clustering and computer vision

[23]. Most notably, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

are recognition systems that offer a great affinity and

functionality when implemented on computer vision tasks,

given their capability to deal with classification of a wide

pool of images of various sizes and characteristics. As

such, it is expected by the research community that com-

plex ED digitisation can be solved through this technology.

Nonetheless, the straightforward application of CNNs

for the digitisation and contextualisation of complex EDs is

still a challenging task due to the following reasons. Firstly,

there is a lack of sufficient annotated examples in the

industrial practice. While some general purpose symbol

repositories can be found in literature [102], there is no

application domain datasets for diagrams such as PFDs,

SDs and P&IDs where symbols on different depiction

standards are used. Moreover, there are no clear guidelines

nor datasets on how to perform a drawing interpretation.

Secondly, contextualisation tasks such as QRA analysis

described in Sect. 4.2 are still unrelated to the printed

information, and thus there is a need of an agent to man-

ually insert this information. Despite these difficulties,

there are some methods where CNNs have been applied to

sort some specific tasks of the ED digitisation process. For

instance, Fu et al. [47] presented a CNN-based method to

recognise handwritten EDs and convert them into CAD

designs. This method is capable of recognising symbols

from handwritten schemes with poor resolution, but

requires an sufficient amount of training data for the system

to perform feature learning.

CNN-based models offer a great accuracy for symbol

classification despite the usual limitations of rotation,

translation, degradation, overlapping, amongst others.

Nevertheless, having to perform an effort to manually

collect and correct large quantities of sample images for

training is still a strong limitation. Therefore, methods that

rely on artificial training data are suggested. Some are

based on the concept of data augmentation [69, 131], which

consists on using the existing data samples and applying

affine transformations to increase the number of samples

available for a given class. Moreover, transfer learning,

which attempts to reproduce the success of a model on a

similar task, has been considered to address this issue

[125]. Recently, Ali-Gombe et al. [4] presented a com-

parative study of data augmentation and transfer learning

on the context of fish classification, finding that manual

annotation of data was a key requirement to increase

accuracy rates for these options.

Data augmentation still requires the initial subset of data

to be labelled, which may be a limitation even for small

data sets. As an alternative, Dosovitskiy et al. [38] pre-

sented the concept of Exemplar-CNN, which is a frame-

work to train CNNs by only using unlabelled data. Authors

proposed training the network to first discriminate between

a set of surrogate classes created through the use of a

sample seed patch, and based on these surrogate classes,Fig. 8 Example of naming events in a P&ID
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they performed the data augmentation, labelling and clas-

sification. Given a set of training data, the system analysed

each image and extracted a patch from the portion con-

taining objects (highest gradient). From these patches, the

system was trained to generate random transformations and

a class was assigned. Afterwards, a CNN was trained to

classify based on these surrogate classes. Authors showed

improved accuracy with a reduced set of features in con-

trast to state of the art CNNs; however it is clear that in

order to use this method, the input images which will

conform the training data need to be somehow homoge-

neous and therefore, there is an implicit intervention of a

human expert to perform this data distribution (which

could technically be considered as labelling). Nonetheless,

in the case of ED symbol classification, there is a possi-

bility of obtaining some sort of symbol catalogue or a

preconceived classification based on shape and therefore;

this limitation could be addressed.

6 Conclusions and future perspectives

Digitisation of complex EDs used in industrial practice,

such as chemical process diagrams, complex circuit

drawings, process flow diagrams, PFDs, SDs and P&IDs,

circumvents the need of outdated and non-practical printed

information and migrates these assets towards a drawing-

less environment [98]. In this paper, we have presented a

general framework for the digitisation of complex EDs and

thoroughly reviewed methods and applications that

addressed either a single phase or the whole digitisation

framework. Once that the digitisation problem is addres-

sed, a contextualisation phase often ignored in literature

must take place in order to design error-prone industrial

applications such as security assessment, data analytics, 2D

to 3D manipulation, digital enhancement and optimisation,

amongst many others still to identify. This range of pos-

sibilities makes digitisation of complex EDs more attrac-

tive for both parties, especially if novel and more accurate

methodologies such as CNNs are considered for the task.

In the light of deep learning through CNNs being

adopted as the most popular solution to solve computer

vision and pattern recognition problems in recent years, a

careful study of the pretended aims and available resources

must be performed if a solution based on these technolo-

gies is contemplated to perform either the digitisation task

or a contextualisation application. Firstly, CNNs require

large amount of labelled samples, which are not available

even in industrial practice, where despite the large amounts

of data, most of the times is raw and thus useless for

machine learning purposes. Secondly, there are numerous

types of image quality ranges, standards and rule sets for

complex EDs which makes the design of a general purpose

ED digitisation a very complex task. As a result, we con-

sider more pertinent to explore hybrid approaches where

first heuristics-based and document image recognition

processes are used to understand and segment the drawing,

so that afterwards deep learning methods can aid on clas-

sification or text interpretation.
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